The environmental challenges for nearshore organisms depend on the nature of the seasons, with the major contrast between subpolar regions and the tropics, as well as on the nature of the shore itself; that is, whether it is flat and muddy, or rugged and rocky. Geology determines that nature: the flat coastal landscape is typical for general sinking, the rugged one for general uplift. Sinking shores have drowned river mouths and large estuaries. Rising shores have narrow beaches and cliffs and terraces, and small lagoons at the end of cliff-bounded river valleys.
As a pattern of exploration, the study of coastal ecology has proceeded from taking stock of what is there, to marveling about adaptations of the different species, to studying interactions between species, and finally to assessing the impact of human activities. Humans are now a dominant factor in determining the nature of life along the shores of the world. Such activities include intense fishing, introduction of nutrients and mud, and disturbance of habitat by the sheer numbers of people finding recreation along the edge of the sea. To preserve some of the rich heritage of the seashore, marine reserves have been set up, where fishing is not allowed or is strictly regulated. Questions about how large and restricted such reserves must be to be effective in regard to conservation goals are at the center of modern ecological studies along the edge of the sea. Fig. 3 .08. The small acorn barnacle Chthamalus fissus grows in the spray zone (note the closed doors) and also settles on mussels and limpets, below this zone. Fig. 3 .09. Two kinds of sea anemones: colonial and solitary. Fig. 3 .10. Clinging to the rocks: acorn barnacles (cement), limpets and chiton (suction foot), mussels (glue strings). Fig. 3 .11. The mussel-bed assemblage of the Californian rocky shores: California mussel and gooseneck barnacles. The sea star Pisaster preys on the mussels. ; 5, orig.; 6, Korringa 1957 and orig.; 7, orig.; 8, orig.; 9, orig.; 10, orig.; 11, orig.; 12, W. Berger 1976; 13 
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